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BEYOND TIMELINES
ANCHORS IN
RELATIVE TIME
What happens to our timelines when we have reason to believe
that critical dates and times within our evidence cannot be trusted,
not even to be consistently inaccurate? Mark Spencer explains…
/ INTERMEDIATE

D

igital forensics and incident
response (DFIR) practitioners use
timelines to efficiently identify and
better understand suspicious activity. The
use of timelines has always been a core
component of DFIR analysis (see Clifford
Stoll’s work in The Cuckoo’s Egg), but
over the last few years the importance of
timelines has been increasingly highlighted
in research [1], software [2] and training [3].
The foundations of timelines are
obviously built on dates and times. We
prefer timelines built on accurate dates
and times, but consistently inaccurate
dates and times, even in small clusters,
may be extremely valuable. What happens
to our timelines when we have reason
to believe that critical dates and times
from file systems, logs, embedded in
documents, etc. cannot be trusted, not
even to be consistently inaccurate?
We have confronted cases involving
such widespread date and time tampering
that the utility of “traditional” timeline
analysis came into question. We realized
that we had to dig deeper in these cases,
and began formalizing our practice of
identifying both legitimate and illegitimate
anchors in relative time.
Let’s break down the concept of
identifying legitimate and illegitimate
anchors in relative time. Legitimate and
illegitimate anchors, (‘anchors’ are simply
solid events we can rely on) are events that
we can be confident are either legitimate
or illegitimate, and upon which we can
base additional analysis; sometimes
without the benefit of accurate dates and

times or, without any associated dates and
times at all. Legitimate anchors used in the
past have involved Microsoft’s Windows
operating system being installed, starting
up, and shutting down.
Illegitimate anchors we have
identified have involved the introduction
of malware and anti-forensics tools (most
often, data scrubbers) and/or remnants
of their execution. “Relative time” refers
to the time in which events happened in
a certain order, but we cannot be certain
the dates and times associated with
those events; assuming that dates and
times related to those events exist at all;
are accurate. In fact, we are often certain
that the dates and times related to these
events are inaccurate.
The focus of this article is on anchors
within your electronic evidence (i.e.
internal anchors), but evidence does not
exist in a vacuum; it exists in context with
external anchors that might include court
orders, video footage, historical events,
etc. The designation of legitimate and
illegitimate anchors should be guided
and supported by what you know about
the case and what you have learned
about your evidence. Heavy doses of
sanity checking are important here, e.g.
leveraging dates and times within your
evidence but from external sources (within
remnants of web browsing, etc.). Also, in
order to apply these anchors to relative
time, we must be certain in what order
they occurred and for that we can only
rely on certain types of data which are not
often exposed by digital forensics tools.

RELATIVE TIME
REFERS TO THE TIME
IN WHICH EVENTS
HAPPENED IN A
CERTAIN ORDER, BUT
WE CANNOT BE CERTAIN
THE DATES AND TIMES
ASSOCIATED WITH
THOSE EVENTS…
ARE ACCURATE.
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/ Types of Anchors in
Relative Time
Arsenal has found information produced
by Microsoft’s NTFS file system (“NTFS”)
and the Windows Event Log service
particularly useful when determining the
order in which events occurred, regardless
of the dates and times associated with
those events. This information includes:
• Log Sequence Numbers (“LSNs”) from
NTFS’s $LogFile metafile (“$LogFile”)
• Record numbers, which have not been reused, from NTFS’s $MFT metafile (“MFT”)
• Record IDs (a.k.a. EventRecordIDs) from
events created by the Windows Event
Log service
The $LogFile is a transaction log that
provides NTFS with redo and undo
functionality by using unique identifiers
called LSNs. In other words, the $LogFile
keeps track of file system transactions so
they can be redone, or undone, if necessary.
LSNs increase sequentially (occurring in
the order in which changes to files, folders,
and their metadata happen) regardless of
their associated dates and times. LSNs can
be exposed by using tools such as Joakim
Schicht’s LogFile Parser [4] and G-C Partners
Advanced NTFS Journal Parser [5].
The $MFT allows NTFS to keep track
of its files and folders by maintaining
information about their names, locations,
dates and times, and much, much more.
Each MFT record (in layman’s terms,
each file and folder) is assigned a record
number as well as a sequence number
that identifies whether that record has
been re-used over time. When records
have only been used once, i.e. their
sequence number is “1”, their record
numbers increase sequentially, occurring
in the order in which files and folders were
created, regardless of their associated

Figure 1. Windowshot – ewfinfo 20131210 – verbose output

dates and times. $MFT record numbers
and their sequence numbers can be
exposed by using tools such as Joakim
Schicht’s mft2csv [6], the aforementioned
G-C Partners Advanced NTFS Journal
Parser, and David Kovar’s analyzeMFT [7].
Per Microsoft [8], “The Event Log
service maintains a set of event logs that
the system, system components, and
applications use to record events.” Record
IDs are unique numbers assigned to events
created by the Windows Event Log service
and increase sequentially (occurring in the
order in which events occurred) regardless
of their associated dates and times. Record
IDs can be exposed by using tools such as
Harlan Carvey’s, “lsevt.pl” Perl script.

/ Application of Anchors
in Relative Time to the Ergenekon Case in Turkey
We have applied anchors in relative time to
high-profile criminal cases in Turkey known
as Sledgehammer, (specifically, against
“Hard Drive No. 5” seized from the Turkish
Naval Command on December 6, 2010) and
Ergenekon. Sledgehammer involves the
alleged planning of a Turkish military coup
in response to the election of an Islamist
political party (The Justice and Development
Party a.k.a AKP). Ergenekon involves an
alleged “deep state” [9] in Turkey with ties

to the military, academia, NGOs, and the
media. Spectators have referred to our
findings, confirmed by digital forensics
experts in the United States and abroad,
as shocking and explosive.
Former executives of a Turkish nongovernmental agency, Çagdas Yasamı
Destekleme Dernegi (ÇYDD) are among
the most controversial Ergenekon
defendants. ÇYDD was founded in 1989
with a mission of protecting women’s
access to contemporary education.
Prosecutors alleged that ÇYDD executives
were recruiting new members into
the terrorist organization Ergenekon,
infiltrating the Turkish military, and
laying the foundation for a coup.
The government’s case against the ÇYDD
executives is based largely on documents
recovered from the “ÇYDD Hard Drive.” The
ÇYDD Hard Drive was seized (still inside its
host computer) from ÇYDD’s Kadıköy office
by the Turkish police on April 13, 2009.
We received a copy of the forensic
image obtained from the ÇYDD Hard Drive
on August 5, 2013. Metadata within the
forensic image indicated it was obtained
March 15, 2009, which is not possible
for reasons that include the ÇYDD Hard
Drive having not been seized by that
date. We found this fact (amongst others,
more details will be available when the

Figure 2. Windowshot – EnCase v6 – Windows Shutting Down
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$LogFile Date/Time (SI)

$LogFile Action

Path

LSN

2009-04-10 20:48:12 (M)

UpdateResidentValue

…config\SysEvent.Evt

103773284

2009-04-10 20:48:17 (M)

UpdateResidentValue

…config\system

103782807

2009-04-10 20:48:17 (EM)

SetNewAttributeSizes

…config\system.LOG

103782964

$LogFile Date/Time (SI)

$LogFile Action

Path

LSN

2009-03-17 18:15:41 (C)

InitializeFileRecordSegment

…_restore…4F39}

103816248

2009-03-17 18:15:41 (C)

InitializeFileRecordSegment

…_restore…4F39}\RP46

103816504

2009-03-22 09:31:46 (C)

InitializeFileRecordSegment

…4F39}\RP46\change.log

103816648

Table 1. Windows Shutting Down

Table 2. Creation of Foreign Restore Point
$LogFile Date/Time (SI)

$LogFile Action

Path

LSN

2008-12-07 13:39:22 (C)

InitializeFileRecordSegment

…Türkan SAYLAN 3.doc

105364977

2008-12-25 23:42:23 (C)

InitializeFileRecordSegment

…MEKTUP(Türkan SAYLAN).doc

105385237

2008-12-30 11:48:08 (C)

InitializeFileRecordSegment

…liste açıklma.docx

105734328

Table 3. Creation of Critical Documents Cited by Prosecution
$LogFile Date/Time (SI)

$LogFile Action

Path

LSN

N/A

DeallocateFileRecordSegment

…liste açıklma.docx

106290462

N/A

DeallocateFileRecordSegment

…Türkan SAYLAN 3.doc

106306537

N/A

DeallocateFileRecordSegment

…MEKTUP(Türkan SAYLAN).doc

106307207

Table 4. Deletion of Critical Documents Cited by Prosecution
Event

Date/Time

LSN(s)

ÇYDD Hard Drive’s Windows last shut down

2009-04-10 20:48:17

103782964

Turkish police raid ÇYDD Kadıköy

2009-04-13 09:30:00

N/A

Creation of foreign restore point

Forged

103816248

Creation of all documents cited by prosecution Forged

104876939 – 106145854

Deletion of all documents cited by prosecution

Forged

106284798 – 106388914

Turkish police raid ÇYDD Kadıköy

2009-04-13 09:30:00

N/A

ÇYDD Hard Drive forensically imaged

Suspicious

N/A

/ TABLES KEY
The following key is associated with the
tables in this article:
M
EM
C
SI

=
=
=
=

Modified
Entry Modified
Created
Standard Information

Table 5. Event Sequence With Internal & External Anchors

movie documenting our work is released)
suspicious and began searching the ÇYDD
Hard Drive for legitimate and illegitimate
anchors in relative time.
In this case, we focused our efforts on
file system transactions recorded in the
$LogFile to identify both legitimate and
illegitimate anchors. We determined that
a legitimate anchor (LSN 103782964)
involved Windows on the ÇYDD Hard
Drive being shut down, for the last time,
on Friday April 10, 2009 at approximately
8:48:17 PM (note: dates and times related
to our findings mentioned in this article are
in Turkish time). We used events created
by the Windows Event Log service (e.g.
Last Event Log service shutdown (event

ID 6006) = 2009-04-10 20:48:12) and
Registry (e.g. “ShutdownTime” at system\
ControlSet001\Control\Windows = 200904-10 20:48:17) values to further solidify
the selection of this anchor.
The LSNs in Table 1 are extremely
important – they represent the last
legitimate file system transactions that
occurred on the ÇYDD Hard Drive. In other
words, these events represent the “final
acts” of Windows as it was shutting down
and writing to critical system files.
As mentioned earlier, in some cases
illegitimate anchors might involve
malware or anti forensics. In this case,
an illegitimate anchor in the $LogFile
was quite obvious. Pay close attention

SLEDGEHAMMER
INVOLVES THE
ALLEGED PLANNING OF
A TURKISH MILITARY
COUP IN RESPONSE
TO THE ELECTION
OF AN ISLAMIST
POLITICAL PARTY.
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Figure 3. Windowshot – EnCase v6 – Foreign Restore Point

Figure 4. Critical Documents MAC Times

Figure 5. Windowshot – EnCase v6 – The 3

to the LSNs in Table 2, and compare
them to the LSNs in Table 1. Keep in
mind that LSNs increase sequentially,
regardless of their associated dates and
times, and the LSNs in Table 1 represent
the last time that Windows was shut down
on the ÇYDD Hard Drive.
The file system transactions in Table 2
(starting with LSN 103816248) represent
the creation of a foreign restore point,
as their LSNs are higher than those related
18

to when Windows on the ÇYDD Hard Drive
was last shut down in Table 1. In other
words, a restore point was created not by
Windows on the ÇYDD Hard Drive that had
already been shut down for the last time,
but some other Windows OS that mounted
the ÇYDD Hard Drive as its slave (a.k.a.
auxiliary or secondary volume).
Perhaps most damning, the contents
of this restore point’s transaction log
(change.log) refer to the ÇYDD Hard Drive
Digital ForensicS / MAGAZINE

as “HarddiskVolume6”, which Windows on
the ÇYDD Hard Drive would not have done
but another computer system running
Windows would have. We confirmed
this using Registry Recon to review
“MountedDevices” and “Disk Devices”
Registry information over time as well as
searching the ÇYDD Hard Drive’s allocated
and unallocated space.
Now that we have established an
illegitimate anchor (LSN 103816248)
related to the creation of a foreign restore
point, let’s dig into the $LogFile more.
There are 74,408 file system transactions
(as parsed by LogFile Parser v1.0.0.16)
from LSN 103816248 onward. All 74,408
transactions from LSN 103816248 onward
are illegitimate as they occurred after
Windows on the ÇYDD Hard Drive was
shut down for the last time and after
the ÇYDD Hard Drive was connected to
another Windows system. Within these
74,408 transactions, every document
cited in the government’s indictment
of the ÇYDD executives is created and
subsequently deleted. For example,
arguably three of the most important
documents in the government’s case
against the ÇYDD defendants are created
in Table 3. Again, pay close attention to
the LSNs in Table 3 and how they relate
to the LSNs in Tables 1 and 2.
These documents are critical to the
government’s case because they establish
the alleged connections between ÇYDD
and Ergenekon. More specifically, “Türkan
SAYLAN 3.doc” connects ÇYDD with
retired Naval Colonel Aydın Ortabası and
other active duty Naval officers indicted
in Ergenekon, “MEKTUP(Türkan SAYLAN).
doc” connects popular ÇYDD projects such
as “Sea Star” (a ÇYDD program that selects
university students to become societal
leaders in particular subjects) to illegal
activities and to Naval officers indicted
in Ergenekon, and “liste açıklma.docx”
connects female recipients of scholarships
from ÇYDD with male students in
Naval schools, purportedly to advance
Ergenekon recruitment.
The ÇYDD Hard Drive presented us
with an environment in which all dates
and times had to be treated with extreme
suspicion. Ultimately, it became clear that
many of the most important dates and
times could not be trusted. We leveraged

legitimate and illegitimate anchors in
relative time to identify the order in which
important events occurred, determining
that the ÇYDD Hard Drive had been
tampered with. More detail regarding our
findings related to $LogFile analysis on the
ÇYDD Hard Drive will be made available at
www.ArsenalExperts.com
When these anchors are put into
context in Table 5 with case-related
events (external anchors), in the order
in which we now know they happened,
their importance only increases. The only
question we are left with in terms of the
sequence of events, highlighted with grey
colour coding, is whether the tampering
occurred just before the raid or after it.
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/ Conclusion
If our analysis of the ÇYDD Hard Drive had
relied upon readily accessible dates and
times, as others had done before us, we
may have been misled by the evidence
just as they were. Instead, we dug deeper
by leveraging legitimate and illegitimate
anchors in relative time to uncover
evidence tampering, the ramifications
of which are still not fully understood.
What is quite clear, however, is that all
is not lost when dates and times related
to electronic evidence are hopelessly
unreliable. If you identify the types of
anchors mentioned in this article, you
will gain an understanding of the order
in which events happened regardless of
what the dates and times associated with
them would lead you to believe. /

IF YOU IDENTIFY
THE TYPES OF
ANCHORS MENTIONED
IN THIS ARTICLE,
YOU WILL GAIN AN
UNDERSTANDING OF
THE ORDER IN WHICH
EVENTS HAPPENED
REGARDLESS OF WHAT
THE DATES AND TIMES
ASSOCIATED WITH
THEM WOULD LEAD
YOU TO BELIEVE.
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